Unwanted result from multiple Custom Search on a page

Description

I added two (2) ‘CustomSearch’ to a single page in separate sections and separate div id’s and different data, the search data and result keeps defaulting to the last CustomSearch on the page. Below is the scenario:

{CUSTOMSEARCH}

Custom Search 1 & 2:
Searches in first_search form field defaults to data on 'output data 2' and displays result also in it's custom_search_result div. With this, it skips the data and search on 'output data 1' entirely.

Perhaps, the fact that they share same js 'customsearch' variable picks the last one, not sure.

Also, the inclusion of 'destdiv' parameter with different id's (of course) resulting to respective output data section enters an infinite JQuery loading blocking the data from being populated on the page. While a rename of 'destdiv' parameter to say 'destinationdiv' (undeclared parameter name, yes) populates the display without the blocking but doesn't affect the behavior of Customsearch (of course).

I hope I've been clear enough with this succinct explanation.

Let me know if you would want an elaborate one.
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Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Hersens 10 Jan 17 23:52 GMT-0000
Appending a random generated variable to the js customsearch variable to differentiate them from each other makes it work as expected.

Jonny Bradley 11 Jan 17 16:14 GMT-0000
Interesting, which js var do you mean and where did you add it?
If you'd like commit access come and see us on IRC and we'll set you up 😊
Alternatively if you could set up a show.tiki.org instance here to demonstrate it i can also try and take a look at it - thanks! 😊

Hersens 23 Jan 17 16:24 GMT-0000
Thanks Jonny for the instance. Do I get access to the backend filesystem as well for flexibility?
The js var is in the lib/wiki-plugins/wikiplugin_customsearch.php - var customsearch —
My apologies form the delay, the timing was a busy one.
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